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1 Introduction 

During the last decade, the liquid argon (LAr) technique for calorimetry has become a mature tech
nology. It is a good l::andidate for both the electromagnetic and the hadronic calorimetry of future 
collider detectors, especially since its active medium is radiation hard (1]. It offers good reproducibility 
of charge collection, accurate and time stable energy calibration, linearity of the signal response, and 
easy adaptation of fine granularity to the requirements of the experiment. It has been demonstrated 
that large LAr.systems can be realized [2], (3]. LAr calorimeters can lie operated in magnetic fields 
and allow easy and reliable handling during the experiment. Recently it has be;n demonstrated that 
the LAr calorimetry can yield fast signals [4]. 

However, most existin'g LAr calorimeters have severe drawbacks: They are constructed in a monolithic 
manner, making a test complicated prior to the final assembly of the complete structure. In a collider 
experiment, it is difficult to realize a pointing geometry in all three dimensions; therefore the sampling 
changes as function of impact position and direction. Relatively large LAr gaps imply operation at 
high voltages, large dimensions and a large _effective radiation length. 

In the present article a. novel concept of a.LAr calorimeter is presented, the thin gap turbine (TGT) 
calorimeter. It tries to overcome the shortcomings described above. It provides a compact and 
mechanically simple structure of a calorimeter stack of parallel plates· with a high degree of modularity 
of individual. absorber.cells, a high degree of flexibility for the segmentation of the readout towers, 
and the means to deal with the fast signal processing of a large number of readout channels. The 
electronics is placed close to the pads in the liquid to keep ~he signal leads between the readout pad 
and the amplifier short in order to get the signals out quickly. For many applications, this implies to 
employ specially designed, radiation hard electronics. ' · 

In order to investigate the feasibility of the TGT concept and to develop the techniques for both 
the calorimeter structure and for ·the electronic signal processing, an R & D project [5] was launched 
as part of the overall R&D programme at CERN. It is carried out in two steps. In the first step 
the mechanical and electrical aspects of module construction.are.the primary goal: A test module is 
constructed; it is exposed to a testbeam using relatively slow electronics located in the cold argon gas. 
In the second phase this test module is'eq~ipped with TGT specific electronics using VLSI chips and 
current-sensitive amplifiers. •' 

In this paper I the concept and the salient features of the TGT calorimeter and its electronics are 
discussed. We report 011 the first phase of the R & D project, in particular on ;the experience in 
constructing such a calorimeter, on the results obtained when summing several amplifiers into one 
readout channel and when calibrating it. Finally, first results from the analysis of data obtained from 
exposures to a testbearii are presented. 
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2 The TGT Calorimeter 

2.1 · The Concept 

In collider experiments the calorimeter has to cover almost the full solid angle. Within its acceptance 
the response and the resolution should be as uniform as possible. In Fig. 1 the TGT concept and in 
Fig. 2 a possible implementation in a collider set-up are schematically shown. The geometrical set-up 
is such that any particle produced at the interaction point crosses individual absorber elements of fiat 
plates with pad readout under a fixed angle (typically 45°). This guarantees constant thickness of 
both the absorber and the active gap within the entire calorimeter, thus optimizing the homogeneity 
of the response and minimizing any variation of the energy resolution within the full solid angle. In 
particular, transition zones are avoided where orientation or thickness of the absorber plates might 
otherwise have to change. 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the TGT concept. 

The high energy of secondary particles produced in experiments at high center of mass energies asks 
for a dense and compact calorimeter to limit the size- and thus the cost - and/or the amount of energy 
leaking. In the TGT concept, the LAr gap is chosen to be rather small (e.g. 0.8 mm), yielding a high 
degree of compactn~. In LAr calorimeters which are exposed to :extremely high energy densities, 
space charge effects due to the low mobility of positive ions c_ould deteriorate the signal. The small 
gap size minimizes this effect. In addition, a smaller LAr gap allows for a reduced high voltage and 
for small electrical guard zones around mechanical str~ctures. This improves the homogeneity of the 
response and reduces the constant term in the energy resolution. 

A further important TGT feature is its high degree of modularity: Individual modules ("absorber 
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Figure 2: Schematk view. Clf an electromagnetic TGT calorime~er in a. collider detector. 

elements") of limited size (typically 60 X 40 x 1.6 cm3) a.re tbe basic building blocks of the calorimeter. 
When assembled to form a. calorimeter, they do not necessarily need to be parallel, thus yielding e.g. 
the structure of Fig. 2 Each absorber element is a.n independent mechanic;al and electrical entity. It 
consists of a. few ( e.g. four) absorber plates. It can be tested independently prior to installation and 
can be replaced during the whole construction phase without dismounting the calorimeter. Given the 
rather large size and the high degree of complexity of calorimeters at future colliders, this aspect is of· 
utmost importance. In addition, the simple mechanical structure eases design. and C?nstruction. 

The' pla:na.r' structure of the individual absorber elements and their limited size allows to use standard 
copper coated readout boards with no limitation concerning the pad structure. Combined with th'e 
independence. of the absorber dements, this offers a. large flexibility. of the pad segmentation (both 
along 'tbe shower a.xis and transverse to it). In particular' special fine segmentation can be incorporated 
at a.iiy giv~n depth a.long the shower axis. It allows for optimization of the calorimeter performance 
fa{ ~l~tro'n identification, for angular measurement of photons, for resolution of two photons (i.e. for 
the ta.ggi~g of i•), and for resolution· of the overlap of photons with charged pions. An extension of 
the readout board beyond th; front' oft.he absor_ber plate gives the'possibility to measure the energy 
of~ particle "l'.l'hich started showering in material in' front of the calorimeter ("presa.mpler" of Fig. 1), 
thus offering ~ ~a.y to. in.tegra.te' a. 'preshower detector for energy correction: 

The charge c~llectio~ 'time at f~tur~ c~llide; experimen~ is ~~riti~al iss~e. Therefore the requirements 
on the charge transfer from the electrodes to the preamplifier a.re rather strict. In the TGT concept, 
the' prea.mplifie·rs are integrated as VLSI .chips in 'the absorber elements close to the signal source. 
Modules of summing amplifiers and signal shaping, which form, the readout channels and trigger 
towers, a.re pl~ed on the outside of the calorimeters, but still in the LAr. This offers once more a. 
high degree of flexibility for combining individual pad structures to readout channels. 
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Figure 3: Cro~section of one absorber element showing how the cont~ts between a.II pa.dboards and 
the elec~ronics 1;11ultilayer board are ma.de. . . 

2;2 The Calorimeter Structure 

NJ pointed out; a TGT calorimeter is assembled out of a series of identical absorber elements, an 
example of which is given in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 a detail of the. cross-sectionfor a single absorber 
element in the vicinity of the electrical connection is shown. It consists of four absorber plat~,- three 
double.gaps of 2 x 0.Sm.m LAr wlth readout electrodes ("pa.dboards") in the centre,·.~nd at th~ end 
a multilayer electronics board(~ 1.2 mm thickness) which carries preamplifier and ca.lib~a_tion chips'. 
The two outer absorber plates consist of 2.0 mm stainless steel and the two.inner plates are_m.a.de'of 
1.65 mm lea.cl. The stainless steel plates provide the mechanical stability· ~ni their thickness has been 
chosen to maintain a constant sampling fraction. The whole absorber element is held together by ho.Its 
with threads and with screws. The bolts are located at the center and around the circumference of 
the plates and boards at typical distances of 15 cm from each other. NJ shown in Fig. 3, the pa.ds of 
three consecutive double gaps are electrically connected in parallel' to _each other and to th~ multilayer 
board on which the corresponding preamplifier channel is m~unted; they constitute the basi~ "rea.dout 
cell". ·· · · · · 

The LAr gap width is maintained by spacers and a mesh covering the active area. The m·esh is ma.de 
of polycarbonate and has knots arranged in squares of 20 x 20 mm2• Tliese knots are precisely rolled 
to a thickness of 0.8 mm. The filament~ connecting the knots have a diameter of 0.2 mm.· 

,, r.,, 

A cross section of the rea.dout electrode is shown in Fig. 4. The boards consist of a 0.45 mm Gl0 
• plate cla.d on both sides with copper pa.ds (Cu thickness 35 µm), an insulating kapton layer (thickness 

50µm) and a coating(~ 20 µm) of high electrical resistivity to be put at high voltage (typically 800 V). 

Table 1 summarizes various parameters for one readout cell. 
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Table 1: Parameters for one readout cell. 

Argon gap width 
Pad 
Spacing between pads 
Detector capacity 
HV decoupling capacity 
Dead area 
Thickness 
Geometrical Thickne;s 

6 x 0.8mm 
42.5 x 30mm2 

0.3mm 
120 pF / 3 double gaps 

4800 pF / 3 double gaps 
:5 1 % 

0.89 x. 
16mm 

I 0.3 
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Figure 4: Cross-section of the padboard. 
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The segmentation of the calorimeter a.long the shower axis is obtained by electronically summing 
consecutive readout cells on different absorber elements. 

. In order to reconstruct isolated single photons with high precision, both a good angular resolution 
and a good rejection against high energy 1r

0 's (~100 GeV) a.re required. Therefore some readout pads 
are divided into strips typica.lly located after ~2.5-5 X0 , as is also indicated in Fig. 1. 

3 The Test· Set-up 

3.1 The TGT Test Module 

A calorimeter test module of tr~sverse dimensions 42.5 x 36cm2 and of 25 radiation lengths (X0 ) 

depth has been built, leading to nearly complete shower containment at SPS energies and allowing for 
studies of uniformity, linearity and resolution. 

The calorimeter consists of 36 identical absorber elements with a thickness of 0.89 X 0 ea.ch, mounted 
on a mechanical structure which was inserted as a whole into a cryostat. Fig. 5 shows a schema.tic 
view of this assembly. The orientation of the absorber elements changes continuously, reflecting the 
concept of constant impact angle of 45° when mounted in a collider detector. The details of the 
proposed set-up were fixed according to a. detector configuration in a. barrel calorimeter of a. collider 
experiment a.nd with a. view to the neccessa.ry performance of such a. ca.lorimeter [6). 

The absorber elements were constructed as described above. Origina.lly it was planned to clad the lead 
plates with 0.1 mm stainless' steel foils. However, it turned out that the extensive ma.chining of the 
clad plates resulted occa.siona.lly in unacceptable surface distortions. Therefore we decided to use for 
the first phase measurements bare lead plates, which caused sometimes severe high v~lta.ge problems: 
Six of the 108 double gaps drew such high current at the operational voltage of 800 V that they had 
to be disconnected. 

The layout of the pa.da on the padboard is schema.tica.lly presented in Fig._6. The 120 pads have an 
identical size of 42.5 x 30 mm2, separated by 0.3mm. Viewed under an incident angle of 45°, their 
shape appears quadratic (3d x 30 mm2). This size would correspond to a minima.I angular granularity 
in pseudora.pidity and azimuth of /l'f/ x /ltp = 0.02 x 0.02, calculated for a barrel calorimeter of a. 
collider detector a.t a. radial distance of 1.5 m from the interaction point. The interconnected pads of 
the three double ga.ps inside a.n absorber element form the basic readout cells. The connections a.re 
always done a.t the center of four cells in order to minimize the inactive area.. They a.re shown in Fig. 6 
together with the positions of the bolts and screws which hold the structure together. The inactive 
area. is ~ · 1 % dominated by the high voltage guard zones a.round the pad interconnections. Their size 
is also indicated in Fig. 6. 

Ta.hie 2: Results from measurements of various para.meters of plates and boards. 

Thickness of steel plates 
Thickness of lead plates 
Thickness of padboa.rds 
Gap width = diameter of mesh-knots 
Pad ca.pa.city of double gap (air) 
Surface resistivity 

2.000 ± 0.015 mm 
1.647 ± 0.036 mm 
0.645 ± 0.009 mm 
0.811 ± 0.022 mm 

28.5± l.2pF 
u = 2 - 20MOL□ 

In the test module, two different modes of readout a.re used: In one part of the test module_ ea.ch 
readout cell is treated individually. In the other pa.rt a. longitudinal segmentation of the calorimeter 
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Figure 6: Segmentation of the padboard. The holes for the bolts with screws are marked A, B, and 
C, respectively, X denotes the location of the electrical connections. 

is formed. Here the basic building block is the sum of two readout cells in the equivalent position 
in two adjacent absorber elements .. Appropriate pairs of readout cells a.re electronically summed to 
point along the shower axis. Hence, the sum consists of one pair, three.or four pairs ~f readout cells, 
forming readout channels El - ES ~f Fig. 5 . which have different length along the shower axis. The 
segmentation and the two separate parts of the test module a.re indicated in Fig.~-

The test module contains three absorber elements, where an area. corresponding to two pads is divided 
into strips. For ea.ch of the three absorber elements, the strips run horizontally on the first pad boa.rd 
and vertically on the second, while the third one contains the usual pad. The vertical (horizontal) 
strips a.re 59.7{42.2)mm long, 5.0(3.45)mm wide and ha.v~ a. spacing of 0.3mm. This finer grain 
subdivision is situated in the test module at a depth along the shower axis of2.5-5 X 0 • 

The mechanical tolerances for the elements of the test module can be seen in Table 2 where the thick
ness measurements of the lead plates, the padboards (including copper, insulating foil and resistive 
coating) and the_ gap width together with some other relevant para.meters a.re summarized. Espe
cially from the variation of the gap width (r.m.s. = 20 µm) the variation of the charge deposit can be 
estimated to be negligible (e.g. for a 40 GeV electron-initiated shower ua/Q amounts to~ 0.2 %). 

In summary, it has been demonstrated that a calorimeter can be built with the TGT technology. All 
dimensions and tolerances of the thin gap configuration have been realized for the large number of 
absorber elements of this test. The only remaining problem were whiskers on the lead surface leading 
to HV problems in isola.t~d areas. 

3.2 The Electronic System 

Figure 7 shows the layout of the electronic chain as used during the testbea.m measurements. It 
consists of prea.mplifiers connected to the individua.! readout cells, summing amplifiers (where the 
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readout channels a.re formed), shaping amplifiers, a. multiplexed readout system, and a. calibration 
system. The design of this electronics is based partly on commercially available elements and partly 
on designs by the H 1 collaboration, with the exception of the summing and merging electronics. 

The signals collected from the LAr cells a.re fed into charge-sensitive prea.mplifiers (7] which are located 
within the cryostat inside of an isolating box in the cold argon gas at a distance of ~ 1 m from the 
pad. The temperature inside the box is continuously measured at 9 locations and is regulated to stay 
constant within 10 degrees. 

The signals are transmitted via. 8 m long flat cables of 50 n impedance to the outside of the cryostat 
where they a.re fed into summing amplifiers placed on summing and merging boards located on the 
top of a platform close to the cryostat. The role of these boards is to add the signals from single 
preamplifiers to form readout segments which point along the shower axis. Up to eight readout 
cells are summed together longitudinally to form a readout channel. For this purpose, signals from 
respective readout cells a.re merged at the input of a summing amplifier. The signals from 16 summing 
amplifiers each a.re sent to a. signal processing module which is located close to the cryostat as well. 
Here the signals are shaped (pea.king time t'P = 500ns), sampled and, after multiplexing, sent further 
to ADCs with 12 (14) bit resolution.for large (small) signals, respectively. The receiving part of the 
multiplexed readout and the ADC system are located at a distance of 60 m in the experimental control 
room. The description of the readout part of the' electronics using the multiplexed H 1 readout system
may be found in (8]. 

In the same signal processing module, additional amplifiers form the trigger segment which consists of 
four readout channels summed in the plane transverse to the shower axis. On every module there are 
four summing amplifiers with four inputs each. Therefore four trigger segments are available at the 
output of'each group of 16 readout channels. These signals are then sent to a. summing stage where 
trigger towers are formed, each consisting of the sum of five trigger segments. The trigger tower signals 
are digitized in' a fast (25 ns) FADC system to provide input for a specia.l calorimeter trigger [9]. 

We have employed the calibration system as set-up by H 1 [io]. All prea.mplifiers a.re pulsed at the 
same time by injecting voltage pulses of appropriate shape into capacitors which a.re mounted on 
the multilayer boa.rd on the backside of the absorber elements. These capacitors were selected to a 
precision of ±0.5 % corresponding to the required precision of the calibration system. For each readout 
channel the pulse level is varied such that the full dynamic range of the ADC is exploited a.voiding 
saturation effects in the summed readout channels. In order to obtain cross-talk corrections, each 
preamplifier is also pulsed individua.lly. 

A fitting procedure with four parameters is used to compute the charge Q from the ADC counts z: 

Q =Po+ P1z + P2(Po + P1z)2 + Pa(Po + Pi:i:)3. 

Mo~t important is the linear term Pi which is usually referred to as 'gain' para.meter. Three groups of 
channels with different gain parameters a.re distinguished: The readout cells, the strip channels, and 
the summed channels. Within each group the gains are reasonably uniform, except for the single pad 
channels where two groups with slightly different gains were found which is attributed to different lots 
of electronic components. Within each group the gains show a. spread of~ ±2 %, which leads to an 
r.m.s. of the total distribution of ±4.5 %. 

As is specific to the TGT amplifier scheme, the outputs of several preamplifiers are fed into the same 
shaping amplifier and readout channel. For the successful application of this scheme it is preferable 
to have only small gain variations between the individual inputs. Calibration data obtained with 
individual pulsing have been used to measure the uniformity of the prea.mplifiers within the same 
readout channel; For each channel the average preamplifier gain (µ) as well as the r.m.s. (u) spread 
around this mean value have been determined. The ratios u /µare formed separately for the four groups 
of summed channels, corresponding to two, six and eigth inputs. ·only in the case of a. large number 
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of inputs the mea.n va.lue is a. rea.listic mea.sure of the true ga.in va.ria.tion. From the distribution of the 
six a.nd eight input cha.noels one ca.n deduce tha.t in a. rea.!istic experimenta.1 a.pplica.tion the individua.l 
ga.ins va.ry a.t the level of ±1.2 %. From Monte Ca.do studies it is known, tha.t this corresponds to a. 
contribution to the consta.nt term of the energy resolution of well below 0.4 %. 

4 Testbeam Results 

The TGT module ha.s been exposed to electrons, pions a.nd muons in the energy ra.nge 20 - 200 GeV. 
These tests with bea.m offer the opportunity to study the homogeneity of the ca.lorimeter response. 
Substructures even a.t the level below 1 cm ca.n be investiga.ted with muons. Electrons offer the 
opportunity to uncover va.ria.tions in the response .with very high precision, but on a. larger sea.le in 
spa.ce, typica.lly one Moliere ra.dius (2.2 cm). The comparison with Monte Carlo (MC) studies can. 
fina.lly help to disentangle mecha.nica.l effects from electronic performa.nce ones. 

Test da.ta. have been obta.ined in two run periods, the first one giving priority to sca.ns using muons, the 
second one to sca.ns using electrons. The momentum resolution of the electron bea.m is typica.lly 0.5 %. 

4.1 The Testbeam Set-up at CERN 

Bea.m tests were performed with a. separated bea.m (H6) of the. CERN SPS. A la.rge pa.rt of the. 
equipment used wa.s origina.lly installed by the H lcolla.bora.tion. The testbea.m set-up is schema.tica.lly 
shown in Fig. 8. The test module is located.in a. cryostat with an inner diameter of 2.50 m and a. 
usable height of 2.00 m. The cryostat ca.n be moved horizontally by ±30 cm. A magnet a.llows to 
deflect the bea.m vertica.lly by ±25 cm at the entra.nce. of the cryostat. As a. result, a. la.rge area. of 
impa.ct positions of typica.lly 60 x 60 cm2 can be sca.nned .. The beam trigger set-up consisfs of three 
scintilla.tor wa.!ls, of a. differentia.l Cerenkov counter for particle identification, and of two scintilla.tion 
counters for fa.st timing (resolution <1 = 70psec) [11]; .Six multi wire proportiona.l cha.mber (MWPC) 
planes with 1 mm wire spa.cing allow a. precise mea.sure~ent t:>f impa.ct position and a.ngle. 

4.2 · Studies with muons 

Data. from extensive scans with muons a.long horizontal a.nd vertical lines in the calorimeter have been 
ta.ken to study the response to minimum ionizing pa.rticles. The muon signal is expected to be constant · 
and thus provides a. powerful tool to study the homogeneity of the calorimeter response. In addition, 
the inter-channel calibration in the ra.nge of low signals can be checked very effectively. 

As mentioned above, in this test some high voltage problems had to be corrected prior to any analysis. 
A deta.iled muon a.na.!ysis can yield correction fa.ctors for individual a.bsorber elements or even for 
individual readout cells of a. given a.bsorber element. Com pa.ring the muon and electron data. of the first 
run period only, it turns out tha.t the correction fa.ctors obtained from the muon da.ta. a.re compatible 
with those obta.ined from the electron data. using the multi-para.meter fit method a.s described in the 
following. 

The expected m~on signal in a. given readout cell ca.n be calculated, using the information from the 
MWPCs and the position of the readout cells. Only those muon signals were kept where the muon 
traversed the full a.bsorber element within one readout cell, The mea.n value of this signal is expected to 
stay constant with time. In order to determine the muon signals, the pedestals have to be subtra.cted. 
As for the analyses discussed below, this subtraction has been done using random triggers ta.ken in 
para.Ile! with the data. during ea.ch run. In order to be less sensitive to fluctuations in the La.nda.u ta.ii 
of the muon signal, a. cut rejecting this ta.ii has been applied. More deta.ils may be found in [12, 13]. 
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Figure 9: Top: Mean muon signal for five readout cells (A - E) of a standard absorber element. 
Bottom: Mean muon signal for four readout cells (A - D) of an absorber element which is affected by 
high voltage problems. Multiple entries refer to different data-taking runs .. Shown are the statistical 
errors only. 
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Figure 10: Mean weight for individual absorber elements as given by the average muon response with 
absorber element 12 as reference. 
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Figure 11: Average ratio of the muon signal and the elect;onic noise for different absorber elements. 
The errors shown are the statistical errors only. 

AB an example, Fig. 9 shows the mean value of the muon sign'al for five readout cells (labeled A - E) 
of a standard absorber elemen~. The variation of the data referring to the same readout cell gives an 
indica.t!on of the systematic error due to the method used: It is typically of the order of 10 %. 

In contrast, the absorber element shown at the bottom is affected by high voltage problems. The 
signal is reduced by typically a factor of two. Within the systematic error quoted this reduction is 
constant for all readout cells of this absorber element. This observation-holds for all absorber elements 
affected by high ·voltage problems. The variation of the data for different readout cells in the same 
absorber element are always small compared to the difference between the mean signal from a good 
and a. bad absorber element. · , 

In order to correct for the high voltage problems, an average weight factor for each absorber element 
affected by these problems can be extracted from the data. Figure 10 shows the resulting weights 
of all absorber elements with absorber element 12, which has no high voltage problems, as reference. 
The statistical errors from the mean value of one absorber element are smaller than the points shown 
in Fig. 10: The data outside the 10% systematic error band are from those absorber elements which 
are affected by high voltage problems. 

For the muon response the signal to noise ratio is an important quantity. The average value of this 
ratio for the individual absorber elements is shown in Fig. 11. Here the signal has been divided by the 
r.m.s. of the noise distribution as obtained from random trigger signals. This ratio is typically bigger 
than 3 for the absorber elements not affected by high voltage problems. 

In order to reconstruct the trajectories of muons, a special algorithm was developed where only 
information from the calorimeter was used. Cluster centers of charge deposit were formed seperately 
for every slice in x yielding up to 10 coordinate points. Cuts were applied in order to minimize the 
effects of noise on the resol.ution. An efficiency of 82 % was achieved with only 1. 7 % of the random 
trigger events wrongly reconstructed as muons. The spatial resolution was determined by subjecting 
the points to a linefit, calculating the intersection with the front face of the calorimeter and projecting 
the resulting coordinate onto the MWPC plane. On average a spatial resolution of u, = 0.53 cm and 
an angular resolution of u;, = 1.0° were obtained. 

l4 

4.3 Studies with electrons 

Electron data. have been taken at 20, 40 and 80 GeV at various horizontal and vertical positions. In 
vertical direction the individually instrumented region is not big enough to perform a. meaningful scan 
of the calorimeter without being affected by lateral leakage. Therefore we focus in this analysis on 
the data. ta.ken a.t a. fixed vertical (y) position while varying the z position of the impact point and 
the energy of the electron beam. In order to reconstruct the electron energy, the calorimeter signals 
of 3 x 8 readout cells were added corresponding ~ an a.rea of 9 x 12 cm. 

The ca.lib ration constants which convert the depo.;ited charge to the energy• of the incident particle 
ca.n be obtained by properly normalizing the electron da.ta. ta.ken a.t various impact positions and ener
gies, or, equivalently, by minimizing the energy resolution for all da.ta. runs simultaneonsly. The da.ta. 
analyzed here were affected by high voltage problems in six absorber elements. The corresponding 
correction factors have been determined from a. global seven para.meter fit, minimizing simultaneously 
the energy resolution for a.II runs ta.ken. One parameter reflects the overall norma.liza.tion a.nd six 
parameters correspond to the correction factors for the absorber elements affected by the high voltage 
problems. This correction method has been tested with simulted data.: The signal in the relevant 
absorber elements has been reduced by the corresponding factor. The energy resolution for the sim
ulated da.ta. (at different energies) has a.gain been optimized from a. fit using calibration para.meters 
for individual absorber elements. From tits varying the overall number of affected absorber elements 
and the absorber element position, exactly those absorber elements with the reduced signal could be 
localized. The related correction factors have on average been reproduced within 4 %. This demon- -
stra.tes that, even though there is a. strong correlation between neighbouring absorber elements due 
to the shower shape evolution, this method yields a. unique set of co11:ection factors with the required 

precision. 

4.~.1 . Energy resolution and uniformity of response 

Figure 12 shows the measured energy distribution for electrons of 20, 40 and 80 GeV, for a. fixed z 
position. A Gaussian tit (solid line) used to extract the energy resolution u is shown as well. 

Using random trigger events, an average electronic noise of 282 MeV in the 3 X 8 readout cell region 
has been measured. Thus the energy (E in GeV) resolution can be parameterized by: 

uc;) = ln./ E + Yi + (0.282/ E)
2 

The two para.meters, the sampling term Pl and the constant term Pl, can be obtained from a. fit to 
the energy dependence of the energy resolution. AB an mmple, Fig. 13 shows the energy resolution 
u/../E for four runs ta.ken at a. fixed z position yielding Pl= 11.5 ± 0.3% and P2 = 0.6±0.1 %. The 
corresponding result from a. fit to all data. at various z positions and energies yields Pl = 11.0 ± 0.3 % 
and P2 = 0.7 ± 0.1 %. An, identical analysis has been c~ried out for a. set of simulated data. where 
a.II deta.ils of the present set-up have been ta.ken into account, except for the material in front of 
the calorimeter. -The corresponding result fitting the energy resolution yields Pl = 9.2 ± 0.3 % and 
P2 = 0.5 ± 0.1 %. We attribute the difference of 2 % in the sampling term to the additional material 

in front of the calorimeter. 

The linearity of the response for the four runs mentioned a.hove is ahown in Fig. 14. Without any 
further correction for dead material in front of the calorimeter (in total 0.67 Xo) the response is constant 

within 1 %. 
The dependence of the energy resolution u/../E and the response on the horizontal impact position 
is shown in Figures 15 and 16 respectively for the electron data. at 40 Ge V. In the range covered, 
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of 20, 40 and 80 GeV; 
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the response stays within ±0.7%. The data. point a.t z = -117 mm seems to be affected by lateral 
leakage. An indication for some lea.kage a.t this point might also be seen in the energy resolution, 
which is somewhat worse a.t this point. For the other data. points the energy resolution does not show 
any strong variation within the error. 

4.3.2 Angular resolution 

The electron shower a.xis has been determined from a. straight Hne fit to individual cluster centres. 
The clusters have been formed separately for slices in x a.nd y, and for individual absorber elements. 
In addition, the strip information from the x and y orientation may be combined to a. cluster a.a 
well. In order to obtain the cluster centre, the energy weighted centre from the related readout cells 
has been calculated. The granularity due to the pad structure leads to a. systematic deviation ~f 
the reconstructed cluster centre from the nominal value as function of the cluster centre position. 
These fits have been done for a.11 cluster types used in the reconstruction. The sh~wer a.xis has been 
reconstructed from a. straight line fit to these corrected cluster centres, using the cluster energy as 
weighting factor. The precision u of the reconstructed cluster centre from a. given la.yer has been used 
as a.n additional weight in the fit procedure. The x and y coordinates from the strip information have 
been obtained from a. Gauss fit to the corresponding distribution of the data.. 

Up to 10 layers a.re available for the fit given the rather fine longitudinal segmentation (not yet 
including the strip information). For the straight line fit, clusters based on the longitudinal structure. 
as well as such based on the individual absorber element structure·ha.ve. been used simultaneously, 
neglecting any correlation between these two sets. The systematic effects, as resulting from e.g. the 
high voltage correction factors,' a.re thus averaged to some ,extent. · - . 

Neglecting the strip information, we obtain for the angular resolution of the shower axis u, = 7.5 
(6.4, 4.8) mrad for electrons of 20 (40, 80) GeV energy respectively. This yields an angular resolution 
of u, = 39.0/./E mrad (E in GeV) in the energy range considered. The corresponding result from 
simulation is u, = 45.4/./E mrad (E in GeV). Adding the strip information improves the angular 
resolution typica.lly by~ 10%. 

In the final set-up a maximum of five longitudinal layers will be available. In order to predict the 
performance for this set-up, the readout cell information is regrouped to the appropriate structure. We 
obtain u, = 39.0/./E mrad (E in GeV) without using the strip information. Again an improvement 
by ~ 10 % is achieved when the strip information is added. 
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5 Conclusion 

A novel concept for a LAr calorimeter for detectors at future high energy, high rate accelerators is 
described: the thin gap turbine (TGT) calorimeter. A detailed technical design of such a calorimeter 
has been made, as described here, and a test module has been constructed accordingly. Its basic idea -
the modular construction of a collider detector from single, independent absorber elements - is verified 
in a test module of reasonable size. It is thus demonstrated that a complicated detector structure, 
e.g. with pointing geometry, can, in principle, be assembled in this way. The mechanical problems of 
such a concept, in particular the thin gap structure of constant width and of tight tolerances, could be 
solved in a satisfactory way for a large number of absorber elements. The small problem remaining, 
high voltage breakdowns in isolated plates, can be attributed to the fabrication of the lead sheets. 
Also the ultimate goal ·of the concept, the use of fast, monolithic GaAs electronics directly at the 
detector, could partially be tested in a successful way by placing the slower electronics of this test 
stage in the cold argon gas .. 

The results from an· exposure to testbeams of muons, electrons and pions has yielded results in agree
ment with the expectations. In particular, the spatial uniformity of response, the energy resolution 
and the angular resolution agree well with the predictions from simulation. 
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Beprep K. H ~p. 
JifayqeHHe HOBOH KOHn;en:u,HH :meKTpOMarHHTHOro 
%~KoaproHoBoro Ka.nopHMerpa (TIT) 

E13-94:...524 

OnHChIBaeTC:51 K0:1f:U,en:u,H51 H oCHC?BH~e napaMeTphI 6hICTporo, BhICOKorpa.:. 
HYJIHpoimm~oro H KOMITaKTHOro 3JieKTPOMarHHTHOro_ )K~Koapr(lHOBOro Ka.JIO;
pHMeTpa. HoBhIH Ka.nopHMerp OOJIMaeT O'AHOpo,!plhIM OTKJIHKOM H pa3pemeimeii: 
no 3HeprHH, KOTOphle He 3aBHC5IT HH OT Harl:paBJieHH51, HH OT TO~ BXO~a qaciHIJ,hl 
B Ka.JIOPHMeTp. IIpeJ:VIO%eHHhlif: THIT Ka.nopHMeTpa Mo:iKeT nepeKphIBaTb IIIHpoKHH 
'AHana30H n:ceB'AOOhICTpoThI H HCITOJib30BaTbC51 B 3KCITepHMeHTax Ha KOJIJtafui;epe. 
Ba)KHOH COCTclBJI51IOID;eii pa3BHTOI"O IlO'AXO'Aa 51B.JI.sierc.SI 3JleKTpDHHKa; np~a3Ha
qeHHa51 J:VI51 o6pa6oTI<H 6bICTphIX CHrHa.JIOB npH Ma.JIOM BpeMeHH c6opa 3ap~a. 

B ~aHH0H pa6oTe npeliCTaBJieH onhIT pea.nH3a:U,HH KOH:u,en:u,HH B npoTOTHne 
. KaJIOpHMeTpa Hem xapaKTepHCTHKH; IlOJiyqeHHhle IlpH o6JiyqeHHH Ha TeCTOBOM 
nyqKe.. , 

' .., • 'co 

IIpenpHHT Qm,e,11HHeHHOro HHCTmyTa ll,!lepHbIX HCCJie,!IOBaHHH. ,ny6Ha, 199_4 , 

Berger C. et al. . . . . . . . . . E13:-94..:.524 
Study of a Novel Electromagnetic Liquid Argon Calorimeter TGT 

~ . ; ' (' ~ 

The concept and the basic design ofa fast, highly. granular and compact 
electromagnetic liquid argon calorimeter are described. This novel calorimeter 

'offers uniform energy response and constant energy resolution independent 
of. the producion angle of an impinging particle and of. its impact position 
at the calorimeter. An example of a calorimeter with full rapidity coverage 
in an application in ·a collider ·detector. is given. An important aspect 
of th_ e :concept is the electronics for fast signal processing matched to the short 
charge· collection time. We report on the experience with the realization 
of a prototype calorimeter module and on its performance in a testbea·m · 
exposure. 
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